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Manage customers and manage future
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According to a recent survey about American Internet
users, the use of email was the top Internet activity

(77%) and search engine use came second (63%) .  Al-
though there is not any similar survey about Hong Kong's Internet
users, it is most l ikely that a similar usage pattern wil l be re-
vealed if one such survey is done. With an abundant amount of
information on the Web and very powerful search engines to
locate the information needed, an inevitable consequence is that
consumers tend more and more to challenge the knowl-
edge and services provided by people of various trades,
including travel agents.

Squeeze on profits

Previously, travel agents depended on a near monopoly
on travel information to survive. They literally sold valuable in-
formation on overseas destinations which could not be easily
obtained by travellers, as well as the travel products themselves.
Now, they find that their customers are no longer satis-
fied with pre-arranged products because they, with the
help of the Internet, are as knowledgeable about a des-
tination as any agents. This new generation of travel lers,
with their numbers steadily growing, are destined to change
the business model of the whole industry.

As if being confronted by demanding customers is not
bad enough, travel agents find that their principals are trying to
deal directly with consumers, thus squeezing their profits. In
recent years, air fares have continued to fall; and in or-
der to salvage their own bottom line, airlines have be-
come reluctant to pay commission to agents, which used
to live on it.

The way out

Little wonder so many travel agents have moaned about
a business environment getting harsher and the hope of a turnaround
getter dimmer. But things need not be viewed that way. Mr
Ronnie Ho, Chairman of the TIC, pithi ly captured a potential
solution to their current difficulties at a seminar recently held
by the Hong Kong Information Technology Federation (see "Bulletin"):
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"Nowadays, travel agents should consider themselves to
be serving their customers, rather than their principals."

Travel agents are of course serving their customers, aren't
they? Yes, they sell them air tickets, packages or other travel
products; but can that only be said to be really serving custom-
ers much more sophisticated than before? If, for example, a
regular customer mentions that he always wanted to dine
at el Bulli, which is widely believed to be the best res-
taurant in the world and which only opens from April to
September, can any agent help this gourmet arrange another
gastronomic trip instead of going to Spain?

Managing customers

Now that travellers have plenty of information in hand thanks
to the Internet, simply taking orders from them is no longer a
ticket to continuous survival. Instead of being passive ser-
vants to customers, travel agents must learn to actively
manage them. There are three concepts relevant in this
respect: acquisition, retention and reactivation of customers.

At present, acquiring new customers seems to be the fo-
cus of most agents. Invariably, they slash prices to attract as
many customers as possible during the promotion period. Re-
taining customers means to convert acquired customers into
loyal customers. To do that, agents need to understand their
customers by finding out, for example, their ages, family composition,
occupations, preferences, and then provide them with tai lor-
made travel services which perfectly match their needs. Reac-
tivating customers refers to spending efforts to make old cus-
tomers who no longer buy from them buy from them again.
Research has repeatedly confirmed that it is much more profitable
to retain existing customers than to acquire new ones,
and that even reactivating lapsed customers is more profitable
than acquiring new ones.

Seen in this light, it is quite amazing to find that whereas
so many agents are wil l ing to spend big money on acquiring
new customers, so few of them are keen on investing in cus-
tomer retention and reactivation. Although some agents have
bought Customer Relationship Management systems for that
purpose, the concept of customer management is more than
us ing computer software .  In a nutshell ,  i t  is about the
mentality of agents: they have to sincerely care about
their customers as human beings rather than regard-
ing them as figures in their account books .  Only in this
way can agents really manage their customers and thus manage
their own future. 


